Abstract

This bibliography records books about the Java Programming Language and related software.

Title word cross-reference

- abnormality [AAYK20]. Abstraction [DB23, MV20].
- adaptable [HLZ+21]. Addiction [FLR23].
- Adoption [TAV20, FBV22]. Affect [WWW+22].
- affected [MNT20]. ahead [MV20]. ahead-of-time [MV20].
- aide [CA20]. algorithm [FRD20].
- Alternatives [BKP+22]. Analysis [HLX23, KTSS20, SV22, TSBB20, AAYK20, ACSK23, DD20, FHSQ20, FCS20, HLF+21, HSF+22].
- Analytics [BBB+20, JQZ20].
- analyzing [MSB23].
- Android [MM22]. Annotations [YBSM21, PVR+20].
- ant [GCC20].
- Antipatterns [TPBF23].
- API [BM23].


Developer [CCH+22, Her21, BPLFR120].
Developers [MM22, CAC20]. diagrams
[SS23a]. Did [MM22]. differ [API+22].
Different [SV22]. directed [FRD20].

Directive [ZBW20]. diversity
[HSVMB20, MLBD21]. do [API+22].

Docker [ZMD21]. Documentation
[ZBW20]. doing [Cob22]. Driven
[AST23]. duplex [DAAZ+20]. Dynamic
[KTSS20, PKB23, TAM+22].

ecosystem [MPW+21]. effect [CAC20].

Effective
[FDD20, TSBB20, LFHX23, TCDT23].

Efficient [SS23b, FDD20, ZZ20]. Elements
[FLR23]. Eliminating [MV20].

Elimination [CCH+22, MNS+23].

Empirical [AAYK20, CASA22, MNS+23, HR20, PVR+20, THG20]. employer
[Ano20]. end [FBV22]. engine [PKB23].

Entering [BM23]. Environment
[SV22, DAAZ+20]. Errors [vO23]. ESLint
[TAV20]. Evaluating [KMSH22].

Evaluation [AXR+23, BKP+22, ACSK23, NGB23, PVR+20]. Event
[AST23, DB23].

Event-Driven [AST23]. Every [Her21].

Evolution [YBSM21, BPLFR120, CCRS23].

Execution
[SBBL23, NPZ+20, PJJM21, SIK+21].

expertise [ORPPG20]. eXploitation
[NBA+21]. Exploits [SBBL23]. exploratory [CCRS23]. extended
[NGB23], extensible [KAR23]. extensive
[ACSK23]. extraction
[HLZ+21, PJJM21, SS23a]. extractions
[HR20].

fast [LH22]. fault [AAYK20]. fault-prone
[AAYK20]. Featherweight [GHK+20].

feature [HLZ+21, LFHX23]. FeynGame
[HKL20]. Finding [AST23]. Finite
[PJJM21]. Finite-state [PJJM21]. first

[WBE20]. floating [ASD+23]. floating-point [ASD+23]. flow [Ram22].

Forecasting [ZBA23]. Formatting
[LFBM23]. formulas [MLBD21].

framework [CPV+20, GCC20].
frameworks [FBV22]. frequency
[MLBD21]. front [FBV22]. front-end
[FBV22]. full [DAAZ+20]. full-duplex
[DAAZ+20]. functional [MCF+22, Ram22].
functions [CFLH+22].

Game [MT21]. generate [FRD20].
generators [NPZ+20]. Genetic [YB20].

Git [HHK20]. GitHub [GMBv20]. Go
[Fei22, GHK+20]. Google [Fei22]. Graph
[MKNS20, FYL+23]. graphical
[CPV+20]. Groovy [Kin20]. guided
[MCF+22].

HBSniff [HSF+22]. heap [PNM+20].

Heterogeneous [ORPPG20, BDGZ23].

Hibernate [HSF+22]. High [SS23b].

High-Level [SS23b]. Highly
[HSF22, AAYK23]. history [Hic20, Kin20].

Hosted [GMBv20]. Hub [ZMD21].
hundreds [MPW+21]. Hybrid [TSBB20].

IBFD [DAAZ+20]. Identification
[MNS+23]. Identifying [MSB23]. IFDS
[HLX23]. IFDS-based [HLX23]. illogical
[HFS22]. images [ZMD21]. Impact
[YBSM21]. imperative [MCF+22, NPZ+20].
implementation [NGB23, PNM+20].
in-band [DAAZ+20]. In-depth [SBBL23].
incremental [LH22]. Independent
[KTSS20, WHP+23]. index
[JQZ20]. Information [DB23]. inheritance
[BBG+22]. Injection [TBBS20, NBA+21].

Integrated [TBBS20]. integration
[THG20]. intelligent [KTB20]. Intensional
[C+23]. interactions [BPLFR120].

Interface [MT21, CPV+20]. Internet
[JGSG+21, DAAZ+20]. Interpreter
[ZXX23]. Investigation [TOO+23]. Isula


JavaSim-IBFD-CRN [DAAZ+20]. JEMMA [KAR23]. JGraphT [MKNS20].

JAnalyzer [CCH+22]. JContanata [HLZ+21]. JSetL [C+23]. JSON [JQZ20].


JVM-Based [BM23].

kernel [DD20]. Key [BBB+20, HLZ+21, ASD+23]. Kirk [HFSQ22]. KiWi [BBB+20]. Know [Her21]. Kotlin [MM22].

label [ORPPG20]. Landscape [NFH22].

Language

Languages [LMM21]. Large [RBBR23, HFS22, HR20, MSB23].

Large-scale [RBBR23]. leak [GCS+20].


Lexical [CA20]. Libraries [BM23, HCL22].

Library [MKNS20, CK21, MNT20].

licensing [MPW+21]. like [BDGZ23].

limited [SIK+21]. Linters [TAV20, HFS22].


machine [SAC21, DD20, PNM+20].

maintainability [MSB23]. Malicious [AKAS22, FH22, HLZ+21, FHSQ20].


mathematical [MLBD21]. Matrices [FSZD20]. Means [Nig22]. mechanisms [HHK20].


MFXSS [LFXH23]. microservice [SS23a].


Misuses [KMSH22, ZKX+23].

ML4Code [KAR23]. Mobile [CCH+22].

model [LFXH23, PJJM21]. Modern [LMM21, THG20].


My [WWW+22].


Quantifying [FLR23].


Rust [vO23].


semantic [FHSQ20, FHZ+22]. Semantics [MT21, WWW+22, FCS20]. Semantics-based [FCS20]. Sensitive


XSS [LFHX23]. year [BPLFRL20]. years [WBE20].
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